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Prague
• Optical satellite imagery: key support to agriculture, forestry, risk 
management, disaster monitoring and natural resource management.
Motivation
• Availability of satellite optical data has been lately growing as never 
before (Big Data Era);
• Need for efficient and practical methodologies;
• State-of-the-Art: most techniques still rely on single-date acquisitions:
• specific conditions (e.g., smaller sun elevation in winter);
• lack of key information (e.g., different land-cover classes have 
same characteristics in certain periods of the year);
• cloud coverage.
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• TEMPORAL SERIES – how to exploit all the available information?
• New method applied to Landsat-5/7/8 imagery from 1984 to present.
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Main Advantages
Accounts for all available information over time per each pixel.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY
Hypothesis: cloud-free observations per pixels are sufficient for a 
robust temporal feature extraction (e.g., >  7-8 empirically proved 
to be a reasonable number);
Thesis: reliable comparison between statistics computed over 
different areas, as well as over time (e.g., 30-year Landsat-5/7/8).
→ High support when addressing DOMAIN ADAPTATION problems.
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Conclusion
• Great potential for supporting a variety of applications;
• Already effectively applied to urban monitoring and land-cover 
problems with Landsat data;
• The best has yet to come – combining data from Landsat-8, 
Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B will offer unprecedented 
possibilities.
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